
Artist Bio: Gustav Reyes

Gustav Reyes, born in 1968 in Mexico, has emerged as a distinguished artist in the realm of contemporary
jewelry, blending traditional craftsmanship with innovative techniques. Raised on the vibrant streets of the
southwest side of Chicago, Gustav's artistic journey was shaped by his father's jewelry-making pursuits,
igniting a lifelong passion for creative expression.

Formal education at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, where he attended the Studio Arts
Program, laid the foundation for Gustav's artistic exploration. He further honed his skills through a Study
Abroad Program in Painting & Drawing in Almuñécar, España, and later pursued a concentrated study of
woodworking, focusing on hand tools at The Chicago Bauhaus Academy.

Gustav's work has been showcased in numerous prestigious exhibitions and art fairs worldwide, including
LOOT: MAD About Jewelry at the Museum of Arts and Design in New York, JOYA Barcelona Art
Jewellery Fair in Spain, and Craft Forms at The Wayne Art Center in Philadelphia. His creations have
also graced the collections of esteemed institutions such as the MAD Museum of Arts and Design in New
York and the Yale University Art Gallery.

In addition to his artistic pursuits, Gustav is actively involved in sharing his expertise and insights with
the wider community. He has served as a conference speaker for the Society of North American
Goldsmiths and delivered lectures at institutions such as the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Gustav's work has garnered widespread acclaim in publications such as SNAG Metalsmith Magazine,
American Craft Magazine, Ornament Magazine, and The New York Times, among others. His innovative
approach to woodworking and jewelry-making has earned him recognition as a trailblazer in the field.

With an unwavering commitment to sustainability and a deep reverence for nature, Gustav infuses each of
his creations with a rich narrative, drawing inspiration from the organic processes of growth and decay.
His work reflects a harmonious synthesis of tradition and innovation, capturing the essence of life's
fleeting beauty.


